
 

 

 

MPD Course of fire 
 

Shooters will prepare three 15 round magazine and 7 rounds for their pocket (if one 

round is in the chamber, the shooters should have six rounds for their pocket).  Shooters 

will load with a 15 round magazine and top off with one round from their pocket. 

Leaving six loose rounds for their pocket. Shooters should now be set up with a 15 

rounds magazine and 1 in the chamber. 2 magazines in their pouch pocket with 15 rounds 

each and 6 loose for their pocket. 

 

Stage 1 (4) Rounds 
25 yard line course of fire/ barricade shooting two standing and two kneeling 

in 12 sec scan and holster  

(Shooter’s will line on Black Square on the floor and rollout from behind 

their barricade and shoot) 
  

Stage 2 (6) Rounds 
15 yards line course of fire/ 4 rounds standing and 2 rounds kneeling in 12 

seconds/ scan and holster 
 

Stage 3 (3) Rounds 
10 yard line course of fire / 3 rounds in 6 seconds/ scan and holster 
 

Stage 4 (6) Rounds 
7 yard line course of fire / shooters will shoot 3 rounds, do a magazine drop 

and reload with a magazine from their front pouch pocket and shoot 3 

rounds in 13 seconds/ scan and holster 
 

Stage 5 (4) Rounds 
7 yard line course of fire/ shoot 2 and conduct a magazine save and shoot 2 

rounds in 10 seconds/ scan and holster. (Have the shooters take the magazine 

they just saved in place it in their front magazine pouch pocket) 
 

 



 

 

Stage 6 (4) Rounds 
7 yard line course of fire/ shoot 2 rounds with your strong hand and then fire 

2 rounds with your support hand all one handed shooting in 8 seconds 
 

Stage 7 (4) Rounds 
7 yard line quick draw course of fire/ shoot 2 rounds in 3 seconds (The 

shooters will draw out from the holster and fire two Rounds holstering after 

the first facing). This will happen a total of two times scan and holster after 

each facing 

 

Shooters will pickup an empty magazine up from the floor and fill that 

empty magazine with 6 rounds from their pocket and place that magazine in 

their rear magazine pouch pocket 

 

 

Stage 8 (6) Rounds 
3 yard line course of fire/ tuck position, 2 rounds in 1.5 sec for each facing 

of the target. This will happen a total of three times. Two rounds each facing 

from the tuck position 

(Remind shooters they will not holster their weapons. They will punch the 

weapon out into the center mass of the target and fire two rounds. They will 

stay out at the tuck for all three facing.) 

 

Stage 9 (9) Rounds 
3 yard line course of fire/ Body armor two to the body and one to the head. 

The shooters will have 3 seconds for each facing. (After the first facing have 

the shooters stay at the ready gun position) (aimed in at the target) for the 

second and third facing. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Stage 10 (6) Rounds 
1.5 yard line course of fire/ Hip shoot two rounds in 2 seconds. This will 

happen a total of three times. Holster after each facing. (The shooters will 

have ten between each facing to clear their weapon if it malfunctions) 

 

Once the shooters are done, have them remove the magazine from the gun 

and work the slide then lock it to the rear and do a VISUAL and PHYSICAL 

inspection to make sure it safe and empty .  


